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Staysafe Committee of Inquiry 
Parliament House 
Macquarie St Sydney  
NSW 2001 

Bullbar Council 
PO Box 167, Westgate  

NSW 2048 
The Bullbar Council wishes to thank the Staysafe Committee for the opportunity to comment on this 
important issue and possible amendments in order to ensure the ongoing safety of road users across 
NSW. 
The Bullbar Council is a representative group for rural residents, motorists and riders. Established in 
2014, the council is recognised as representative of those living in rural and regional areas requiring 
protection from Australian wildlife in their daily driving lives, the council has Subject Matter Experts 
on many complex issues dealing with driving in rural areas including crash data and statistics and 
traffic data and currently has 4,700 members across various regions. 
Chairman and founder Mr Nick Wright has an array of experience growing up in regional NSW on a 
dairy farm and working in western NSW through his apprenticeship as a mechanic and then welder. 
He has also served 16 years with the NSW RFS progressing to his current role as Captain in a highly 
active brigade that covers the Pacific Highway bypass from Glenthorne to Coopernook at Taree with 
the brigade acting as first responders to motor vehicle crashes in the area. He has also served 4 
years whilst in QLD in the Queensland Fire and Emergency Services as an Auxiliary firefighter. Nick 
currently owns and manages a Heavy Vehicle driving school in Taree, servicing businesses such as 
Jim Pearson transport, Lindsay Brothers, NSW Police and Fire and Rescue NSW. 
Secretary Mr Christopher Burns is former Chairman of the Motorcycle Council of NSW and has been 
a representative on numerous road safety committees and working groups including but not limited 
to; 

 Road Safety Advisory Committee to the Minister for Roads and Ports 
 Vehicle Safety Working Group 
 Helmet Standards Working Group 
 Working groups for Vehicle Standards Information (VSI) sheets; 

o VSI06 Light Vehicle Modifications 
o VSI09 Guidelines for Alternative Wheels and tyres 
o VSI21 Guidelines for modifying vehicles for people with disability 
o VSI60 Carrying motorised mobility devices and motorcycles on vehicles 
o VSI64 Aftermarket forward facing lamps 
o Technical Specifications for vehicle frontal protection on light vehicles 

Christopher has also appeared before numerous Staysafe Committees of inquiry as a subject matter 
expert since 2010. Chris has raced rally cars, motorcycles, go karts and has worked as a first 
responder to motor vehicle crash scenes. Chris currently works at Taronga Zoo with a portion of his 
duties requiring critical situation management and is also Team Co-ordinator for the Taronga Zoo 
Community Fire Unit. He volunteers for the Bullbar Council to improve road safety for all. 
We are committed to road safety and the wellbeing of our members and their families. 
Regards, 
 
Christopher James Burns 
Secretary, Bullbar Council 
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Inquiry Terms of Reference 

The Committee will inquire into, and report on recent changes to the mobile speed camera program 
in NSW, with reference to: 

a) the nature and timing of those changes 
b) research, modelling, and the evidence base of fatality and serious injury reduction 
c) the views of key road user groups, including the community views towards these changes 
d) the nature and oversight of compliance or enforcement contracts with government and 

private companies 
e) the projected impact on revenue generated by these changes 
f) the ongoing funding of road safety and the Community Road Safety Fund, both through fines 

and enforcement activities, and future government contributions 
g) enforcement activities, including the balance between direct police enforcement and 

camera enforcement 
h) the impact to people living in regional and rural areas 
i) those of low socio-economic backgrounds and Indigenous people 
j) the impact on P plate drivers 
k) any other related matters 

 

The nature and timing of the changes to mobile speed camera enforcement 

Hard to see how the timing could be justified as the NSW 2020 fatality rate was at an all-time low, 
the lowest since World War II in fact. Given the current COVID situation with less traffic on the roads 
this may give the impression that the road toll is dropping due to the removal of signage when in 
fact it is the lower traffic volumes associated with a pandemic. 

Whilst the current NSW Government has been following a policy of selling off a lot of assets, an 
outside observer may come to the conclusion that there is a need for additional funds to continue 
running the Government. 

Research, modelling, and the evidence base of fatality and serious injury reduction 

The NSW Government appears to be justifying the recent removal of signage from Mobile Speed 
Cameras on a single report from MUARC. 

The majority of the research is based upon NSW Police reporting of crashes which is still fairly 
rudimentary with officers often not even recording details of minor crashes if no one his hurt and no 
vehicle is towed. The majority of general duties police record the basic information and don’t carry 
out investigations into causal factors. 

Research and modelling has always been a contentious issue as centres similar to MUARC and TARS 
need to maintain their funding levels from research to continue to exist. The majority of that funding 
comes from people with money to be made and a need for justification. There is very little funding 
available to entities that are trying to alter the status quo or present a contrary opinion and in my 
capacity as Chairman of the Motorcycle Council of NSW the majority of our funding for research 
came from the NRMA or was carried out pro bono. Essentially the more money one can supply for 
research the louder the argument. 

There are any number of theses from overseas students contradicting various research carried out 
by more formal profit driven research groups and this has led to a perception that some research is 
cash for comment. A prime example of this is the various arguments for and against wire rope 
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barrier installation. Any number of papers for and against the use of WRB’s can be found, each 
contradicting the other. A leading researcher has even contradicted himself in research into WRB’s. 
A leading researcher was also accused of bias as one of his students was the son of the owner of a 
leading Wire Rope Barrier producer and supplier. 

There appears to be scant research or investigation into root cause of vehicle crashes and apart from 
a passing comment in the Towards Zero Safe Systems; 

People sometimes make mistakes – but this shouldn’t cost anyone their life.  
Source; https://towardszero.nsw.gov.au/roadsafetyplan  

 

The majority of the focus seems to be on speed and speed alone, not root cause analysis. Speed 
doesn’t cause a crash. And remember, people make mistakes. 

 

The views of key road user groups, including the community views towards these changes 

There is a significant viewpoint that the current change from overt to covert Mobile Speed Cameras 
is simply a cash grab simply because the fine is sent out some 6 weeks later. This is certainly the case 
with our membership base. 

It is also a belief of the majority of our members that the introduction of speed cameras and 
associated signage originally installed in black spot locations was a safety measure to reduce crashes 
in those locations.  

 

The nature and oversight of compliance or enforcement contracts with government and private 
companies 

We are unable to comment on the oversight or compliance with contracts due to a lack of 
information on the subject as we do not have access to the contracts themselves. 

A reasonable person, as an outside observer could come to the conclusion that there is a conflict of 
interest if a company is being paid a percentage of the revenue raised. If the enforcement company 
were being paid on an hourly rate basis alone, that then would negate the conflict. 

 

The projected impact on revenue generated by these changes 

We are unaware of what the projected revenue impact was to be but it is very apparent that 
revenue from Mobile Speed camera enforcement is seeing vastly increasing returns to the 
Government coffers. Below is an extract from Revenue NSW statistics 
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Revenue from Mobile Cameras in the under 10KPH over the speed limit has increased by $17.5 mil 
alone; 
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Overall figures have generated an additional $75 mil dollars revenue in FY20/21 compared to 
FY19/20 and this is only since the signage was removed from Nov 2020 and any tolerance levels 
removed. Based upon the below figures one can reasonably assume an increase of revenue of 
$128.6 mil per annum. This does not take into account the as yet to be implemented additional 
hours of operation for camera operators. 

 

 

 

The ongoing funding of road safety and the Community Road Safety Fund, both through fines and 
enforcement activities, and future government contributions 

No doubt the current Government would be able to reduce its contribution to the various road 
safety schemes based on revenue raised from covert speed cameras and spend the reduced 
contributions on a host of other items such as Stadiums or sporting grants in marginal seats. 

The NSW Government introduced the 3X3 Levy to fund road works. This levy is still in existence and 
should be raking in a small fortune. It would be nice if someone followed up on that. 

Essentially the NSW Governments initiative on covert speed cameras are a tax by stealth and would 
seem to be unjustifiable given the decreasing road toll. 
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Enforcement activities, including the balance between direct police enforcement and camera 
enforcement 

NSW Police appear to have spent much of their direct enforcement activities on nothing more than 
speed enforcement using LIDAR/RADAR with little to no emphasis on other road safety issues such 
as running stop signs, U-turns over double white lines etc. The oft used response to questions about 
broadening the scope of enforcement activities is often along the lines of “limited resources so we 
continue with LIDAR/RADAR speed enforcement operations” which is just picking the low hanging 
fruit. There have been some campaigns on other issues, but they should not be campaigns, they 
should be all the time, everywhere. 

That being said if a Highway Patrol officer pulls someone over for speeding they also get the 
opportunity to carry out a breath test and/or drug test along with checking the condition of the 
vehicle, licence check and warrant check. All of this is more likely to change the behaviour of an 
errant driver than a letter in the mail advising you that you have erred somewhere sometime. 

In the MUARC report, used as a basis for the Governments decision on removal of signage, the 
report states; 

 The initial use of a small number of overtly operated speed cameras in Victoria could not be 
shown to reduce casualty crash frequency and its effect on speeds was limited to within 1-2 
km of the enforcement site. This implies that the overt use of speed cameras is only effective 
in reducing speeds in the vicinity of the camera site and may produce small, localised 
casualty crash reductions……. 

Source; https://www.monash.edu/muarc/archive/our-publications/reports/muarc200 

Essentially a small number of cameras did produce a result within a 1 to 2 kilometre radius of the 
mobile camera thereby justifying the use of hi visibility enforcement placed in areas that have a high 
crash rate. This is borne out by the placement of speed cameras at many high crash rate areas; 

 Great Western Highway, Warrimoo NSW 
 Spit Road corner of Ida Avenue Mosman NSW 
 Pacific Highway, Urunga 

o One incident involved a truck ended up in the front of a house 

Placement of signposted speed cameras at these locations lead to a dramatic decrease in crash 
rates, not much revenue raised but revenue is not the point is it? 

Using the comments from the MUARC report one could quite reasonably come to the conclusion 
that Signposted Mobile Speed Camera units placed at known blackspots would reduce the crash rate 
for a 1 to 2 kilometre radius. Given that this entire exercise is about life and limb surely signposted 
mobile cameras should be the preferred option as they can target local areas. 

The Centre for Road Safety report into fixed speed cameras; 
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A previous independent evaluation of the NSW Fixed Speed Camera Program demonstrated 
significant reductions in vehicle speeds (a 6km/h drop both 12 and 24 months after installation), 
percentage of vehicles exceeding the speed limit (approximately 70% reductions), injury crashes 
(20% along camera-installed blacklengths), and fatal crashes (approximately 90% along camera-
installed blacklengths) (ARRB Group, 2005). 

 

 

Signposted speed cameras produced a 90% reduction in fatal crashes in 2011 and 80% in 2019! 
Signpost the cameras and put them in the right places. 

 

The impact to people living in regional and rural areas 

The initial impact will be a large amount of licences lost due to covert enforcement and given the 
current run of plague, pestilence, drought, floods etc will place an additional burden on already 
struggling farmers and support workers. Regional NSW already deals with a large number of suicides 
per annum and it would not be unreasonable to assume that loss of licence could then be a 
contributing factor in an increase. 

Unmarked cameras on rural roads may cause further issues to road safety due to drivers slowing 
unnecessarily on roads with limited vision, this will lead to impatience and drivers overtaking slower 
overly cautious drivers in dangerous situations  
 

Those of low socio-economic backgrounds and Indigenous people 

A friend of ours was recently fined for less than 10k’s over the speed limit on Ryde Road Epping and 
in her words; 

“lost 1 demerit point & got $128 fine, now I’ll have to pay an extra $100 for the next 3 years for my 
ctp!” 

So we can also expect the CTP insurers to profit handsomely from the covert speed cameras as well. 
This consequential additional cost for CTP is based upon no claims history with no “No claim bonus” 
applied to your policy but is based purely upon a single mistake. 
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The impact on P plate drivers 

Sure to be an increase in walking teenagers. 

 

Any other related matters 

Essentially the location and placement of covert speed cameras is determined by target acquisition 
(line of sight) and not a propensity for high numbers of crashes in that area therefore making the 
entire exercise miss the point, which is targeted crash reduction in areas prone to crashes and 
thereby reducing the road toll by action at the blackspots. At the moment more than 90% of speed 
enforcement is carried out on roads with less than 3% of the fatalities due to the need for target 
acquisition.  

Targeted speed enforcement has been shown to create results and there are any number of 
statistics available from the Centre for Road Safety showing results for fixed speed red light cameras. 
Make the cameras visible and get an instant reduction in crashes. 

There have been massive reductions in fatalities over the years with well defined changes in 
numbers. Most of these have been due to significant changes and are easily tracked, seatbelts and 
random breath testing are two of those initiatives. 

Double demerit points have little effect as shown by the yo-yo levels of fatalities during long 
weekends and holiday periods. When the road toll is up the authorities shrug their collective 
shoulders and say they don’t know why and when the toll is down they claim victory without 
knowing why. 

What has been a proven way to reduce the road toll is professional training and this has been borne 
out by the decreasing death toll vs registration numbers of motorcyclists in NSW who are the only 
road user group that receive professional training and a skills based operator test to gain their 
provisional licence. Whilst the average number of deaths p/a for riders has stayed roughly level at 
approximately 60 fatalities this has essentially been reducing as the number of registered 
motorcycles has tripled in the last ten years. If the statistics are proposed as fatalities per 10,000 
registered vehicles it looks like this; 
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Train them all, train them well and the results will speak for themselves. 

Conclusion; 

Even the Centre for Road Safety’s own research shows that signposted speed cameras are a 
significant deterrent and life saver in both 2019 and 2011. Ultimately this is about life and death and 
should not be about money, signpost and save lives. 
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Sources; 

NSW revenue Speed cameras and red light cameras revenue jump in 2019 

https://www.revenue.nsw.gov.au/help-centre/resources-library/statistics 

https://www.news.com.au/technology/motoring/motoring-news/revenue-from-mobile-speed-
cameras-in-nsw-smashes-record/news-story/87c89e4bd1790c3912bd3f76be8cc2ff 

CRS Crash Stats 

https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/statistics/interactivecrashstats/index.html  

NSW Gov announcement on removal of signs Nov 202 

https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/speeding/speedcameras/mobile-speed-cameras.html 

 

 

Cycle fatalities on the rise 

SMH report 

https://www.caradvice.com.au/912761/nsw-posts-lowest-road-toll-in-97-years-national-data-due-
mid-january/  
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Low road tolls 2019 almost as low as 2014 

 

Fixed speed cameras signposted reduce 80% 

https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/news-and-events/media-releases/speed-camera-review-proves-
they-save-lives-1 

MUARC Research paper 

https://www.monash.edu/muarc/archive/our-publications/reports/muarc200 

MUARC Anal Road Safety benefits increased mobile spped camera 

https://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/downloads/msc-expanded-benefits.pdf 

 ACT study showing short term reductions in ACT then rising again 

UNSW Study for ACT by TARS 

https://www.cityservices.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/1686310/2014_UNSW_Camera_E
valuation_Report.pdf 

 

End Of Document 


